Elucidation of the detailed structural features and sequence requirements for a helices of various lengths could be very important in understanding secondary structure formation in proteins and, hence, in the protein folding mechanism. An algorithm to characterize the geometry of an a helix from its Ca coordinates has been developed and used to analyze the structures of long a helices (number of residues -25) found in globular proteins, the crystal structure coordinates of which are available from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank. All long a helices can be unambiguously characterized as belonging to one of three classes: linear, curved, or kinked, with a majority being curved. Analysis of the sequences of these helices reveals that the long a helices have unique sequence characteristics that distinguish them from the short a helices in globular proteins. The distribution and statistical propensities of individual amino acids to occur in long a helices are different from those found in short a helices, with amino acids having longer side chains and/or having a greater number of functional groups occurring more frequently in these helices. The sequences of the long a helices can be correlated with their gross structural features, i.e., whether they are curved, linear, or kinked, and in case of the curved helices, with their curvature.
INTRODUCTION
The prediction and characterization of secondary structures of proteins is an area of intense research activity because of its applications to the protein folding problem and the design of biotechnologically important peptides and proteins. The most common supersecondary motifs used for de novo protein design are coiled coils and four helix bundles whose major constituent is the a helix (DeGrado et al., 1989; Eisenberg et al., 1986; Hodges et al., 1988; Hecht et al., 1990; Myszka and Chaiken, 1994) . Because of the occurrence of (i, i-4) hydrogen bonds in the main chain, the a helices in proteins are generally quite uniform, with their helical parameters, unit twist (t) and unit height (h), lying within well-defined ranges. However, a helices have been predicted as well as observed to be curved for a variety of reasons, e.g., sequence (Pauling and Corey, 1953) , solvent-induced distortions in hydrogen bonds (Blundell et al., 1983) , and peptide bond distortions (Chakarabarti et al., 1986) . A systematic analysis of helix geometries found in globular proteins was first reported by Barlow and Thornton (1988) . The mean residue length of an a helix in their analysis was 10, and this as well as other early studies led to the general belief that the a helices in globular proteins are quite short (Creighton, 1993) . However, an examination of the protein crystal structures in recent Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) releases and literature reveals that long a helices are being observed quite frequently, as more structures are being determined. This indicates that long a helices may occur more frequently in globular proteins than previously believed on the basis of a smaller and probably incomplete data set.
Long a helices are often found to constitute supersecondary structures, e.g., coiled coils (O'Shea et al., 1991; Lovejoy et al., 1993; Wilson et al., 1991; Banner et al., 1987) and helix bundles (Poulos et al., 1985; Lederer et al., 1981; Finzel et al., 1985; Lawson et al., 1991; Karplus and Schulz, 1987) . Furthermore, it has been seen that long helices found in globular proteins are very often structurally and functionally important (Sundaralingam et al., 1985; Ludwig et al., 1991; Banner et al., 1987; O'Shea et al., 1991; Lovejoy et al., 1993) .
It is of great interest to examine, in detail, the supersecondary structures adopted by long a helices to fully appreciate their role in protein architecture and function. In this report we describe an analysis of long a helices (number of residues 225) found in high-resolution protein crystal structures. We have used the method of Sugeta and Miyazawa (1967) to calculate local helix axes and origins for every four successive Ca atoms of a helix. We have developed an algorithm that uses these axes and origins to directly characterize and analyze the curvature of a helices. Ca atoms have also been used earlier for representing protein chains and for identifying various secondary structures (Srinivasan et al., 1975; Oldfield and Hubbard, 1994) . The length of an a helix can be regarded as being determined by the equilibrium between helix promoting and helix destabilizing propensities of its constituent amino acids as well as its interaction with solvent and other secondary structure elements in the protein. Because, in general, the effect of environment around an a helix can be taken to be more or less the same for helices of all lengths, the question arises whether amino acid sequences of long helices are mere extensions of those found in short helices or they have unique characteristics that are distinct from those of short helices and which can be correlated with their length and/or structure. The present PDB database is large enough to justify undertaking such a study. In this study, we have analyzed the amino acid sequences found in long a helices and demonstrate that these helices have characteristic sequence requirements that are different from those of short a helices and can be correlated with their structure and, in case of curved helices, with their curvature.
METHODS

Composition of the data set
The January 1994 release of the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977) contains 1640 entries for protein crystal structures solved at a resolution of 2.5 A or better. Of these, HELIX records in 182 entries contain at least one a helix with 25 or more amino acid residues. Several of these 182 entries are similar, because they are for the same protein solved in different crystal forms, in the presence of different ligands, isolated from different sources, with point mutations and, in many cases, a combination of two or more such factors. Thus, a representative data set is selected using a strategy similar to the "Select until done" algorithm described by Hobohm et al. (1992) , by choosing the best solved structures in case of multiple entries. The criteria used for defining a best solved structure are the following:
1. The structure with the lowest (i.e., best) value for resolution is selected.
2. If two structures have the same value for resolution, the one with the smaller R factor is chosen.
3. If two structures have the same value for both resolution and R factor, the one corresponding to the apoprotein is chosen.
The data set thus selected consists of 45 PDB entries, which together contain 98 long a helices. Initially all 98 long a helices have been used for structural analysis. However, because 17 of these proteins are multimeric (14 dimers and 3 trimers) in nature, the number of helices with unique sequences normalizes to 68. In four cases, the two or three helices with identical sequence, but occurring in different subunits, adopt dissimilar conformations and fall in different structural categories (described later). These four cases have been removed from the normalized data set used in subsequent structural and sequences analysis, which thus has 64 helices with unique sequences that can be unambiguously categorized in various structural classes.
Helix boundaries
The HELIX record in the PDB files is used as an initial searching tool for a long a helix. The helix boundaries are checked and reassigned using the following criteria:
1. The distances IOi..N1+41 are less than or equal to 3.5 A at the ends of a helix.
2. The angle between successive local helix axes at the ends of the helix is less than 200 (see below). This definition of helix boundaries is similar to the one widely used in the Dictionary of Protein Secondary Structure (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) and combines it optimally with that found to be the most useful by Richardson's group (Richardson and Richardson, 1988) . The three implementations give similar results on helix boundaries. This enables us to directly compare the results of our analysis with those of earlier sequence analysis by Richardson and Richardson (1988) .
Structural analysis
We have developed a software package called HELANAL to analyze the supersecondary structures adopted by long a helices. A long helix is characterized by fitting local helix axes and calculating local helix origins for four contiguous C' atoms, using the procedure of Sugeta and Miyazawa (1967) , and sliding this window over the length of the helix in steps of one C' atom. The angles between successive local helix axes can identify local bends or kinks as well as the occurrence of smooth curvature in the helix.
A matrix, whose elements Mij are the bending angles between the local helix axes i and j, is obtained to get an idea about the overall geometry of the helix. Unit twist and unit height of a long helix are also calculated to analyze the uniformity of the a helix. The local helix origins trace out the path described by the helix in three-dimensional space. The local helix origins are reoriented in the X-Y plane, and the reoriented points are used to fit a circle and a line by the least-squares method.
The long a helices are classified as kinked, linear, or curved on the basis of the following criteria:
1. Kinked if the value of any of the local bending angles is >200, accompanied by a large mean bending angle and a large standard deviation, for the complete helix.
2. Linear if it has a small mean bending angle (' 10°) with a small standard deviation (<50), all local bending angles are '20°, the root mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) for a line fitted to the reoriented local helix origins is comparable to or better than the r.m.s.d for a circle fitted to the same points, and r2 (the square of linear correlation coefficient) has a high (.0.80) value.
3. Curved if it has a small mean bending angle ('-10°) with a small standard deviation ('5°), all local bending angles are '20°, and the r.m.s.d. is much smaller (i.e., ' 0.5 A) for a circle fitted to the reoriented local helix origins when compared to the r.m.s.d. for the line fitted to the same points.
Amino acid composition analysis
When one analyzes protein sequences it is necessary to take a data set containing only nonhomologous proteins to avoid bias in the results. Because we are analyzing the sequences found in long a helices, which constitute only a small fraction of the whole protein in most cases, it is important that the helices constituting the data set have nonidentical sequences, in addition to selecting just the nonhomologous proteins. However, because nonhomologous proteins can also contain helices of identical sequence and, conversely, homologous proteins can contain helices of nonidentical sequences, we obtained a data set of long helices of nonidentical sequences. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that the amino acid composition of our set of proteins containing long a helices is very similar to that of the data set of 1021 unrelated protein sequences analyzed by McCaldon and Argos (1988) (data not shown), indicating thereby that our data set contains mostly nonhomologous proteins, and results obtained from this data set are not biased on this account. This fact was further confirmed by the finding that all of the proteins used in this study, except for one pair, fall in the list of proteins (pdb_select.oct_1994 in embl database) with a sequence similarity of less than 25%. The only exceptions are 4XIS and 6XIA. Although these two proteins are quite homologous and the only long a helix present in both of them has a similar sequence in the middle, the two helices have different termini.
The distribution and frequency of occurrence of each amino acid in the proteins containing long a helices, in all of the long helices taken together; the middle regions of all long helices obtained by removing six residues from N-terminal (N-cap"'N5) and C-terminal (C-5.C-cap) each, with long helices grouped into different structural families, viz. kinked, linear, and curved and according to their radii of curvature, are calculated by counting their number and percentage, respectively. The frequency of occurrence of different residue types, viz. apolar (A, F, I, L, M, V, Y), basic (K, R), acidic (D, E), and others (C, G, H, N, P, Q, S, T, W), are also computed for the long a helices and the middle regions of long a helices. x2 analysis has been carried out to determine whether calculated values of x2 between the overall amino acid distributions in various categories mentioned above are significant at the 5% level (i.e., probability of accepting the null hypothesis, p < 0.05). Similar calculations have been performed to identify individual amino acid residues whose frequencies show significant changes at the 5% level in various categories.
Statistical preferences for individual amino acids to occur in the middle regions of short and long a helices have been calculated according to the methods of Chou and Fasman (1978) and Williams et al. (1987) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
a helices in globular proteins are generally believed to be quite short and to be limited by the size of the protein globule (Creighton, 1993) . Thus one might expect a correlation between helix length and the overall size of the protein, with longer helices occurring in larger proteins. In our data set we do not see any such correlation, and long a helices occur in proteins of all sizes. For example, a single polypeptide chain of ColE1 Rop consists of only 63 amino acids but it contains two long a helices forming an antiparallel coiled coil (Banner et al., 1987) . Furthermore, it may be expected that short and long a helices reside in different portions of the protein. In our data set, we find long a helices to be present in all possible locations in the proteins, e.g., buried in the core, in the interface between two monomers of a multimer (ferricytochrome c'; Finzel et al., 1985) or on the surface. In a few cases, a long a helix may be buried along some portion of its length and exposed in the remaining length (citrate synthase; Wiegrand et al., 1984) , or it may connect two different domains of a protein (troponin C; Satyshur et al., 1988) . Also, as mentioned earlier, long a helices are often involved in supersecondary motifs and are important from both structural and functional aspects. Hence, it is important to have a good understanding of their structural characteristics.
Structural characteristics of long a helices
The average helical parameters, viz. unit height (h) and unit twist (t), for long a helices (including the kinked ones) lie in ranges between 1.48 and 1.55 A and 950 and 1010, respectively. However, for the 49 linear and curved helices, the mean unit twist lies between 97°and 1010, and the mean unit height lies between 1.48 and 1.52 A. Only the helices in the two subunits of manganese superoxide dismutase (PBD entry 3 MDS) have rather extreme values for mean unit twist and height, even though they are not kinked, thereby indicating unusual distorted conformations (described later). Thus, on average, long helices retain the characteristic a helical height and twist, and one cannot obtain any estimate of the axial curvature from these parameters alone. Barlow and Thornton (1988) were the first to systematically characterize the structural geometries of a helices in globular proteins by comparison with a probe helix. This approach was, thus, an indirect way of characterizing the geometry of a helix. Our procedure does not require a reference helix and directly characterizes the geometry of helices in terms of the three-dimensional path described by the local helix origins and the angles between local helix axes. It computes a local helix axis and a local helix origin suited to characterize the 3.613 a helices, because this corresponds approximately to one turn of the a helix. The algorithm is computationally very efficient, is based on simple mathematics, and requires only C' atoms to characterize the geometry of the a helix. Recently, an analysis of the Ca geometry of protein structures has demonstrated the suitability and advantages of using only C' atoms to characterize regular features of protein structures, especially a helices and f3 sheets (Oldfield and Hubbard, 1994) . Richardson and Richardson (1988) also obtained the best results when helix ends were defined using C' atom positions.
The results of our analysis of long a helices are summarized in Table 1 . Most of the 98 a helices could be classified unambiguously using the criteria outlined in the Methods section. Only in three cases (indicated by an asterisk in Table 1 ) do the line and circle fit almost equally well, but because the r.m.s.d. for the circle fit is marginally better and the value of r2 is low (< 0.4), these helices have been classified as curved. Helices spanning residues Asp 21-Glu 45 in both of the subunits in manganese superoxide dismutase (entry 3 MDS in PDB) (Ludwig et al., 1991) are considerably distorted, with several 5->1 hydrogen bonds being broken and the mean unit twist and mean unit height being (95.1 ± 6.8)°and (1.45 ± 0.17) A, respectively. Hence these helices have not been included in our analysis and the unnormalized data set for structural analysis consists of 96 long a helices. After normalization, our data set contains 64 long a helices, which have been selected on the basis of the unique sequences and the best fit to various structural classes defined in the Methods section. Of these 64 helices, 9 (14.1%) are linear, 15 (23.4%) are kinked, and 40 (62.5%) are smoothly curved. Barlow and Thornton's data set contained only one helix in common with our data set, viz. myoglobin helix, spanning the residues Gly 124-Leu 149 (1 MBD in PDB), and this has been identified as curved by both methods.
Thus we can unambiguously classify about 95% of the long a helices as linear, curved, and kinked. In the earlier analysis by Barlow and Thornton (1988) , use of a rather arbitrary cutoff for radius of curvature, to classify an a helix as curved or linear, had led to the a helices forming a coiled coil motif being classified as linear (see the discussion in Barlow and Thornton, 1988) . We classify an a helix as curved or linear on the basis of a better circle or line fit to the path traced by local helix origins of the helix, irrespective of the value of its radius of curvature. Hence, our classification of the helix geometries is based on statistically sound criteria and does not lead to such apparent paradoxes. The present method unambiguously describes the helices in the model coiled coil for paramyosin (Parry and Suzuki, 1969) as well as the a helices in the more recently reported leucine zipper motifs as smoothly curved, with the circle fit to the local helix origins being much better than the line fit (2ZTA and MCC entries in Table 1 ). Fig. 1 (A, B , and C) shows an example for each of the for every set of four contiguous Ca atoms and is ideally 1 576
Biophysical Journal three classes of long a helices (viz., linear, curved, and I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I kinked), to which helix axes have been fitted using our program. Fig. 2 (A, B, and C) shows the local bending angle at each residue, as well as main-chain hydrogen bond lengths for the helices in Fig. 1 . Because the C-O N-H distance is sensitive to the inclination of the peptide units with respect to the helix axis, a linear or a curved helix with small values of bending angles shows only a weak correlation between the magnitude of local bending angle and the hydrogen bond length (Fig. 2, A and B) . However, in the case of kinked helices, the correlation is strong and it is found that at least two hydrogen bonds are broken (C-O N-H distance > 3.5 A) at or near the site of the kink (Fig. 2 C) , which is clearly identified by the large bending angles. This finding can be utilized to identify bends and kinks in helices in a general and precise manner, especially when nonproline, nonglycine residues are present in the region of a kink, as shown in Fig. 2 C, where residues His 61, Trp 62, and Ala 63 are located in the region of a kink, for the helix Thr 44-Asp 74 of the fertilization protein lysin (1LIS).
Kinked helices
The 15 long a helices, classified as kinked, contain a total of 18 kinks, with three helices being kinked twice. In the majority of cases (12 cases), either Pro (seven cases) or Gly (five cases) is located in the region of kink. Angles of kink vary between 21°and 540, with most (14 of 18) being in the range of 21-40°. In the seven cases, where a Pro is located at the kink, angles of kink vary in the range of 21-45°, with a mean angle of 31 ± 80. In the five cases, where a Gly residue is located at the kink, the angles of kink vary in the range between 260 and 390, with a mean angle of 32 ± 7°. In six out of 18 cases, the kink is caused by residues other than Pro and Gly. In these cases, it is mostly the aromatic amino acids Tyr, Phe, His, or 13-branched residue Ile that occur in the region of a kink. In fact, the largest kink (local bending angle 54.4°) found in our data set spans the residues Thr 60, His 61, Trp 62, and Ala 63 in the helix Thr 44-Asp 74 of the fertilization protein lysin (ILIS in PDB) from the mollusk red abalone (Shaw et al., 1993) and is shown in Figs. 1 C and 2 C as an example of a kinked a helix. An examination of the side-chain conformation of His 61 shows that it has a side-chain dihedral angle X'(N, Ca, C&, C) of gauche-(-63.70) and X2(Ca, Cr, C, N81) of gauche+ (+73.80). In this conformation, its side-chain atom N81 comes within hydrogen bonding distance of the carbonyl oxygen of Tyr 57 (N8161-057 = 3.04 A), which is also hydrogen bonded to the backbone NH (N61-057 = 2.73 A). A survey of side-chain conformations of His residues in the kinked and highly curved helices (radius of curvature <80 A) shows that the formation of such hydrogen bonds involving the His side chain N8' is mostly facilitated by X' and x2 being gaucheand gauche+, respectively.
Curved helices
Radii of curvature of 40 long a helices, classified as curved, lie in the range of 30-200 A. The example shown in Figs. 1 B and 2 B is the helix from IBGC, spanning residues Ala 144 to Arg 170 and corresponding to a radius of curvature of 59 A. Fig. 3 shows a histogram of radii of curvature versus number of long helices. The peak of the histogram lies in the range 80-100 A. The mean radius of curvature the circle fit to the path traced by local helix origins gives a radius of curvature of 26 A, and the r.m.s.d. from the circle is 1.68 A. A line fit to the origins gives a r.m.s.d of 0.34 A, and the origins correlate well to the line, with r2 (square of linear correlation coefficient) being 0.99. We have classified this helix as linear, although it contains a small region that appears curved ( Fig. 4 A) . Similarly, a "curved" helix implies that the local helix origins fit better to a circle than a line and includes the cases where the curvature is limited largely to only one end or region of the helix rather than being distributed throughout, as expected by a rigorous definition. Furthermore, in the case of helices with large radii of curvature, mere visual examination may lead them to be erroneously described as linear. For example, consider for long a helices is 94 A. A simple calculation shows that for a smoothly curved a helix of 27 residues (mean residue length in our data set) with a radius of curvature of 94 A (mean radius of curvature in our data set), the ratio of end-to-end distance to the trace length will be 0.992 and the decrease in end-to-end distance due to curvature is only 0.31 A. However, if two helices of 27 residues, one being straight and the other being smoothly curved, with a radius of curvature 94 A, start from the same point, their end points will diverge by -8.7 A. Thus, a curved helix can interact with the rest of the protein core more extensively than a straight helix of similar length. This perhaps explains why 62.5% of long a helices are curved. We have thus been able to correlate the local features of long a helices such as bending angles and local helix origins with their global geometries and categorize them in a simple and efficient manner into three classes, viz. linear, curved, and kinked. However, it may be mentioned that in our classification, the axis of a "linear" long a helix may not be a perfect straight line. Rather, it represents a set of local helix origins to which a line fits better than a circle, and hence, overall they correlate well with a line. Hence this category includes the cases where the curvature of a helix is not uniform or the helix axis curves locally in a random manner. For example, in the case of the helix spanning the residues Pro 56 to Asn 80 in subunit A of cytochrome b 562 (256B in PDB) from Escherichia coli (Lederer et al., 1981) , Biophysical Journal the helix spanning the residues Leu 6 to Tyr 35 in the human growth hormone mutant (lHUW in PDB) (Ultsch et al., 1994) . A circle fitted to the local helix origins for this helix gives a radius of curvature of 182 A and a r.m.s.d. of 0.18 A. A visual examination could lead to the helix being described as linear (Fig. 4 B) , but we classify this helix as curved because the circle fit to the local helix origins is much better than the line fit, with a r.m.s.d of 0.31 A and r2 of 0.65. Because helices with a large radius of curvature are also important constituents of coiled coil motifs, an understanding of their precise geometries is of great interest.
Does local environment affect helix geometry?
Do differences in local environments, e.g., crystal packing and/or hydration around a long a helix, have some effect on its conformation? This question can be addressed by examining the conformation of long a helices with identical sequences that are present on different subunits of a multimeric protein. We have utilized the redundancy arising due to the presence of 17 multimeric proteins (14 dimers and three trimers) in our data set to answer this question. If a protein is a multimer of subunits with identical sequences (i.e., a homodimer or homotrimer), then as expected, long a helices present in the different subunits generally adopt similar structures (13 out of 17, 76%), even though the subunits are not crystallographically related. For example, alkaline phosphatase (lAlk in PDB) from E. coli solved at a resolution of 2.0 A, with an R factor of 0.177 (Kim and Wycoff, 1991) , is a homodimer. This enzyme has two long a helices, one on each subunit, that are identical in sequence, and the helix C' atoms superpose with an r.m.s.d. of 0.1 A. Both of these long a helices are curved, with radii of curvature of 80 A and 76 A. On the other hand, a few helices with identical sequence have different geometries (four out of 17, 24%). For example, human granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (R-HU-CSF; 1RHG in PDB), solved at a resolution of 2.2 A, with an R factor of 0.215 (Hill et al., 1993) , is a homotrimer. Each subunit of this protein contains two long a helices. The helices spanning the residues Gln 1 I- sequence but in different subunits of a protein, and presumably differing local environments, tend to adopt similar geometries, except in a few cases. The above section described a simple and efficient method of characterizing the geometries of a helices, and the results indicate that most long a helices have simple kinked. One can further ask whether the sequence requirements of long a helices are different from short a helices and whether these sequence requirements can be correlated with their geometries. To answer these questions at a preliminary level, we have analyzed the sequences of long a helices and compared them with the results of earlier studies on short a helices. We have also analyzed the sequence compositions of long a helices in various structural classes and, in the case of curved helices, we have further analyzed their sequence compositions by grouping them according to their radii of curvature.
Amino acid composition of long a helices
Both long and short a helices are expected to have similar N-and Ccapping regions, and differences, if any, in sequence compositions should be observed in their middle regions. The distribution of amino acids in middle regions of long a helices was compared with that in the middle regions of short helices (number of residues 8-24) taken from the data set used by Richardson and Richardson (1988) , after removing the helices with more than 25 residues and the helices in common with our data set. As mentioned in the Methods section, the criteria adopted by us to define helix boundaries are similar to their implementation, and hence the data sets in the two studies can be directly compared. Table 2 shows the distribution of amino acid residues in the middle regions of short helices taken from a data set analyzed by Richardson and Richardson (1988) and the middle regions of long helices in our data set. x2 analysis shows that the differences between overall distributions of amino acids in the middle regions of short helices and middle regions of long helices are highly significant at the 5% level. This result indicates that sequences of long a helices are not mere extensions of sequences of short helices but have characteristics that are unique to them. To determine exactly what characteristics are different between long and short a helices, we looked at frequencies of occurrence of various residue types, viz. apolar (A, F, I, L, M, V, Y), basic (K, R), acidic (D, E), and others (C, G, H, N, P, Q, S, T, W) in the middle regions of the two classes of helices. Both short and long a helices have approximately similar amounts of apolar (49.0% in short helices and 46.5% in long helices) and other (29.7% and 27.7% in short and long helices, respectively) residues. However, in the case of polar amino acids (acidic + basic), long helices have a significantly higher proportion (25.8%), as compared to short helices (21.3%). Middle regions of short a helix sequences contain a slightly higher amount of basic residues (11.7%) than acidic residues (9.6%), indicating that short a helices in general have a net positive charge in their middle that can potentially interfere with the helix dipole and destabilize the helix. In contrast, middle regions of long a helices have almost equal proportions of basic (12.8%) and acidic (13.0%) residues, showing that long a geometries that can be characterized as linear, curved, or helices do not have any net residual charge in the middle. *Only x2 values significant at the 5% level for a 19-parameter data set, i.e., values greater than 30.1, are shown. The pairs of superscripts for x2 values denote the helical classes corresponding to the superscripts indicated in the column headings. Only middle regions of helices are included in the x2 comparison between short and long helices, whereas all of the residues in the long helices have been included in the analysis of linear, curved, and kinked classes. Short helices have been taken from Richardson's data set (Richardson and Richardson, 1988) .
A comparison of the frequencies of occurrence of individual amino acids in the middle regions of short and long helices is shown in Fig. 5 . Frequencies of Ala, Phe, Thr, and Val decrease by at least 1%, whereas frequencies of Glu, Leu, Met, Gln, Arg, and Tyr increase by more than 1%. x2 analysis of the occurrence of individual amino acids in long and short a helices shows that differences in the frequencies of Ala, Glu, Phe, Leu, and Thr are highly significant at the 5% level. The frequency of occurrence of Ala decreases in long a helices by as much as 5.6%, which is almost entirely compensated for by the increase in frequency of occurrence of Leu by 5.5%. In general, the proportion of residues with longer side chains and/or a greater number of potential interacting functional groups increases in the middle regions of long a helices, at the expense of those with shorter side chains. Hence it may be postulated that because long a helices, by virtue of their greater length, can interact more extensively with the other elements of secondary structures in globular proteins, their sequences may be biased in such a way as to maximize not only the number of possible interactions but also the extent (area) of the helix surface available for interaction. In this regard, especially when the interaction is hydrophobic, Leu, with its bulky aliphatic side chain, is a much better choice than Ala, as well as the ,B branched residues Ile, Val, and Thr (all decrease in the middle regions of long helices). Frequency of occurrence of Glu increases in long helices by 3.4% and almost wholly accounts for the increase in the proportion of acidic residues (13.0% in long helices as compared to 9.6% in short helices, as mentioned above). The fact that the proportion of Asp remains more or less constant while that of Glu increases considerably is consistent with the above hypothesis, because Glu has a longer side chain. Statistical preferences (propensities) calculated for individual amino acids to occur in the middle regions of long a helices, using the methods of Chou and Fasman (1978) and Williams et al. (1987) , are markedly different from those in the middle regions of short a helices and show trends that are very similar to those observed from the variations in the frequencies of occurrence (shown in Table 3 ).
All of these results taken together indicate that in globular proteins, long a helices have sequence characteristics that are different from short a helices, and they tend to favor amino acids with longer side chains and a greater number of functional groups, so as to maximize the number as well as the extent of stabilizing interactions. The observation that sequences of secondary structure elements in globular proteins have length-dependent features could be an important input for protein secondary structure prediction algorithms and, if incorporated into such algorithms, should improve their accuracy, which is currently around 70% at the maximum Eisenhaber and this is expected because Pro is known to cause kinks in a helices. The frequency of Glu decreases by 3.5%, whereas that of Thr increases by 2.4% in kinked helices. On other hand, linear helices show much smaller differences from curved helices, and none of the amino acid residue shows a significant difference at the 5% level. These observations are supported by the fact that in the four cases where long helices of identical sequences had different conformations on different subunits of multimeric proteins, the structures of helices changed between linear and curved only, not between linear and kinked or curved and kinked.
Structural studies on the 64 long a helices with unique sequences have shown that a majority (40) of them are smoothly curved (as discussed above), with radii of curvature varying between 30 and 200 A. The sequences of long curved helices were initially grouped into nine classes according to their radii of curvature, in intervals of 20 A (Fig.   3 ). X2 analysis of the distributions of amino acid residues in these classes showed that they can be merged into two classes that are significantly different at the 5% level in their amino acid composition, as shown in Table 2 . These classes are "highly curved" (radius of curvature < 80 A) and "less curved" (radius of curvature > 80 A). The majority of long a helices belong to the less curved class (26 of 40, or 65%), whereas only 14 of 40 (35%) long a helices are highly curved. Fig. 6 B shows the differences in frequencies of occurrence in the distribution of individual amino acids in the highly curved and less curved helices, with respect to the distribution in all of the curved helices. Individual amino acids that show large changes are Ala, Gly, Lys, and Glu, with the differences for Gly, Glu, and Lys being significant et al., 1995) . However, it must be stressed that the exact nature of length dependence of amino acid distribution in a helices remains to be determined. In addition, although our efforts have been concentrated on an analysis of a helices, it is obvious that sequences of ,B sheets may also show some length-dependent features.
Composition and structure correlation in long a helices Sequence compositions of long a helices correlate, in general, with broad structural families of long a helices. For example, differences in the distribution of amino acid are significant at the 5% level between linear and kinked helices and between kinked and curved helices, but not between linear and curved helices ( Table 2) . Fig. 6 A shows the differences in frequencies of occurrence of individual amino acids in linear and kinked helices relative to the curved helices. Only Gln is significantly different at the 5% level in linear helices as compared to the kinked helices, increasing by 3.7% in linear helices. Differences between amino acid distributions in kinked and curved helices are more pronounced, with Glu, Pro, and Thr showing significant differences at the 5% level. The frequency of Pro increases by 1.4% in kinked helices as compared to the curved helices, kinked helices. Q shows significant differences at the 5% level between linear and kinked helices, and E, P, and T show significant differences at the 5% level between curved and kinked helices. No amino acid residue shows significant difference at the 5% level between linear and curved helices. (B) Curved helices with radii of curvatures less than 80 A ("highly curved" helices) and with radii of curvature greater than 80 A ("less curved" helices). E, G, K, and W show significant differences between the two classes at the 5% level.
at the 5% level. The increase in frequency of occurrence of Gly in the case of highly curved helices is consistent with its high conformational flexibility due to the absence of a side chain. It is pertinent to mention here that Gly occurs frequently as a C-cap residue in a helices and is found in the kink regions of a helices, as described above. Given this conformational versatility of Gly, it is possible that the presence of Gly residues can also lead to a number of local bends (less severe than kinks) occurring in phase in the inner regions of long helices, thus causing them to be significantly curved in a smooth manner. Helical wheel plots of the 14 highly curved helices show that in eight of the nine helices that contain more than one Gly, the Gly residues lie on one face of the helices, whereas Ala, which also increases in the highly curved helices, shows no such preference but generally occurs close to Gly in the sequences.
A more surprising observation is that proportions of Glu and Lys increase in less curved helices and decrease in highly curved helices. The differences in absolute terms between highly curved and less curved helices are as large as 3.9% for Lys and 5% for Glu and, as mentioned earlier, these differences are highly significant at the 5% level. It may also be mentioned that the proportion of Glu also decreases by 3.5% in the kinked helices as compared to the curved helices. Increased proportions of Lys and Glu in the case of less curved helices can be rationalized because Glu and Lys often form intrahelical (i, i ± 3/4) ion pairs and contribute to the stability of a helices. However, it is less clear why proportions of Lys and Glu should decrease in the highly curved helices. We hypothesize that when a helix is highly curved and if Lys and Glu lie on the inside (concave) face of the helix, some atoms in the long side-chains of Lys and Glu may come too close, leading to steric hindrance, for certain combinations of side-chain torsion angles. It may be mentioned that only four of the 14 highly curved helices contain a total of five Lys and Glu pairs separated by (i, i ± 3/4) spacing in the sequence. In four such pairs, the side chains of Glu and Lys project out from the convex (outside) face of the helix, and in only one Lys and Glu pair do the side chains orient toward the concave face of the helix and form a salt bridge.
The above results indicate that the amino acid sequence in long a helices can be correlated broadly with their curvature and hence imply the existence of sequence-dependent bending of a helices. These results may be useful in the de novo design of a helices with defined curvature.
CONCLUSIONS
The overall geometry of an a helix can, in general, be characterized as kinked, linear, or curved, using its local structural features, viz. local helix origins and angles between successive local helix axes, in conjunction with well-established statistical methods. By plotting the local bending angle at residue i along with backbone Ni+2..Oi_2 distance, one can identify and localize the kinks in a helices more precisely. A majority of long a helices show varying degrees of smooth curvature, probably because of the fact that a curved a helix can interact more extensively with the rest of the protein core than an equivalent straight helix can. The long a helices have unique sequence features that are different from short a helices in globular proteins. The distribution and statistical propensities of individual amino acids to occur in long a helices are different from those found in short a helices, with amino acids having longer side chains and/or a greater number of functional groups occurring more frequently in long a helices. Hence, the distribution and propensity of an amino acid to occur in a particular secondary structure apparently depend not only on the conformation but also on the length of the secondary structure. A significant correlation is also found between the sequence of a long helix and the structural family into which it falls. Furthermore, in the case of long a helices that have been classified as curved, the sequence can be correlated with their radius of curvature. The correlations between sequence composition and length of a helices as well as the structural features of long a helices should lead to a better understanding of the sequence-structure relationship in globular proteins.
